
Excercices and Questions N 1̊

Questions

1. What are the three main approaches in visual servoing ?

2. What are the main intrinsic parameters of a camera ? Give a physical expla-
nation for each.

3. What are the normalized and image points ? Give analytical expression.

4. What does mean "Interaction Matrix" ?

Excercices

Consider one 3D point m = (X,Y, Z)T , mn = (xn, yn, 1)T the corresponding
normalized point, and mp = (xp, yp, 1)T the corresponding normalized point.

1. Establish the relation between ṁn and ṁ ?

2. Establish the relation between ṁp and ṁn ?

3. Establish the relation between ṁp and ṁ ?

If you consider that the point coordinates are expressed in the camera frame
F⌋, and that this frame F⌋ is in motion throught the kinematic screw v = (v, ω)T ,
can you establish the relation between ṁ and v (so that ṁ = Lm · v where Lm

represents the interaction matrix of the 3D point. So from that point, gives :

1. The interaction matrix for the 3D point m ?

2. The interaction matrix for the 2D normalized point mn ?

3. The interaction matrix for the 2D image point mp ?
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Excercices and Questions N 2̊

Questions

1. What are the different way to parametrize position and orientation ?

2. What represent the geometrical model of a robot ? (definition, ...)

3. What is the Modified Denavit Hartenberg convention ?

4. How can you obtain the geometrical model of a robot ?

5. What kind of method you can use to compute the inverse of the geometrical
model ?

6. What are the potential problems ?

7. What represent the Robot Jacobian ?

8. What kind of method you can use to compute the inverse of the jacobian ?

9. What are the potential problems ?

Exercices : 3D pose modeling

Consider one Frame (i.e camera frame Fc). We can express its pose (c
Tc∗) in

the camera frame at equilibrium F
∗
c (or the contrary c∗

Tc), so that the pose value
becomes 0 when reaching the equilibrium.

Fig. 1 – Pose definition
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can represented by the vector (x,y)T where :
– x represents the position part (x = OcOc∗) or (x = Oc∗Oc)
– y represents the orientation part (of c

Rc∗ or c∗
Rc)

For x we will study only the cartesian parametrization. For y we will consider three
parametrizations : y1 = u · sin θ, y2 = u · sin θ

2
and finally y3 = u · θ.

1. Establish the interaction matrix for x for the two cases (x extrated from c
tc∗

or c∗
tc)

2. Establish the interaction matrix for y1 for the two cases (y1 extrated from
c
Rc∗ or c∗

Rc)

3. Establish the interaction matrix for y2 for the first case

4. Establish the interaction matrix for y3 for the first case

5. From the previous relations give the global interaction matix for the two cases.
you can use the notation B(y) = Ly for the first case.

Guideline for Ly1

In order to help you finding Ly1
, you can use the following step :

1. From the Rodrigues formulas R = R1 = R(u, θ) = I + sin (θ) [u]× +

(1 − cos (θ)) [u]2× compute the quantity R − R
T . Deduce one relation with

y1.

2. Compute the first derivative of the previous quantity

3. Compute trace(R) in function of θ

4. Considering that [ω]× = Ṙ(u, θ)RT (u, θ), compute the quantity [ω]× ·R+R
T
·

[ω]× and express it as a product between one term and [ω]×
5. From the previous result, deduce the expression of the interaction matrix Ly1

Guideline for Ly2

In order to help you finding Ly2
, you can use the following step :

1. Using the Rodrigues formulas express the rotation matrix R2. Deduce the
relation with R = R1.

2. Compute the quantity R2 − R
T
2
. Deduce one relation with y2.

3. Deduce the relation between ẏ2 and ω2.

4. Establish the relation between ω2 and ω.

5. Deduce the final expression of Ly2
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Guideline for Ly3

In order to help you finding Ly3
, you can use the following step :

1. Using the Rodrigues formulas compute Ṙ.

2. Compute [ω]× = ṘR
T from the previous established relation.

3. Demonstrate that [u]× [u̇]× [u]× = 0.

4. Demonstrate that u̇ = − [u]2× u̇

5. Demonstrate that [u]3× = − [u]× and [u]4× = − [u]2×

6. Demonstrate that uθ̇ =
(

I + [u]2×
)

duθ

dt
.

7. Demonstrate that u̇θ = − [u]2×
duθ

dt

8. Demonstrate that (1 − cos (θ)) = θ2

2
sinc2

(

θ

2

)

9. Replace the last terms by there new expression in the computed relation for
[ω]×

10. Deduce the expression of L
−1

y3

11. From last expression, deduce the expression of Ly3
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Excercices and Questions N 3̊

Questions

Position Based Control :

1. What is the general form of the corresponding interaction matrix (3D pose) ?

2. What are the different control law ? What is the link with classical state feed-
back ?

3. What you can say about the interval of definition of the control law ?

Sensor Based control :

1. What mean task function approach ? what is the role of the matrix C ?

2. How can you justify that a simple proportional control law is sufficient to
control the robot ?

3. What is the classical control law ?

4. How can we define a seconday task ?

Exercices : 2D modeling

Consider two 3D points m1 = (X1, Y1, Z1)
T and m2 = (X2, Y2, Z2)

T , mn1 =
(xn1, yn1, 1)T , mn2 = (xn2, yn2, 1)T the corresponding normalized points, and mp1 =

(xp1, yp1, 1)T
mp2 = (xp2, yp2, 1)T the corresponding image points. Consider the sen-

sor information sn = (xn1, yn1, xn2, yn2)
T . This information defines a 2D segment in

normalized plane. sp = (xp1, yp1, xp2, yp2)
T defines the corresponding information in

image plane.

1. Establish the interaction matrix for sn ?

2. Establish the interaction matrix for sp ?

These interaction matrices correspond to the one relative to a 2D segment. Ano-
ther way to parametrize segment, is to use the following (xg, yg, L, θ)T where :

– (xg, yg)
T represents the center of the segment

– L represents the length of the segment
– θ represents the orientation of the segment

So, we have the following relations between both representations (for instance,
in normalized plane) :

– xgn = xn1+xn2

2
and ygn = yn1+yn2

2

– Ln =
√

(xn1 − xn2)
2 + (yn1 − yn2)

2
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– θn = ATAN (yn1 − yn2, xn1 − xn2)

Using the previous interaction matrices and this new parametrization with sn =
(xgn, ygn, Ln, θn)T and sp = (xgp, ygp, Lg, θp)

T

1. Establish the interaction matrix for sn ?

2. Establish the interaction matrix for sp ?
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Excercices and Questions N 4̊

Questions

Modelling

1. What are the different way to model a segment ?

2. What are the different way to model a line ?

3. What mean exact linearization ?

4. What mean tangent linearization ?

Control

1. What represent e in the task function approach ?

2. Can you suggest other expression of e ?

3. What is state feedback for linear system ? How can it be applied to non linear
system ?

4. What is non linear state feedback for non linear system ?

Exercices : General modelling

Consider one 3D point m= (X,Y, Z)T , mn = (xn, yn, 1)T the corresponding nor-
malized point, and mp = (xp, yp, 1)T the corresponding image point.

How can you proceed to compute the interaction matrix for :

1. t = ft(X,Y, Z) where t represents a scalar function

2. w = fw(xp, yp) where w represents a scalar function

Exercices : Hybrid modelling

Consider one 3D point m= (X,Y, Z)T , mn = (xn, yn, 1)T the corresponding nor-
malized point, and mp = (xp, yp, 1)T the corresponding image point.

1. Establish the interaction matrix for t = log Z

Z∗
?

2. Establish the interaction matrix for sn = (Z · xn, Z · yn, Z)T ?

3. Establish the interaction matrix for sp = (Z · xp, Z · yp, Z)T ?
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